CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
DOCTORAL DEGREES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Doctor of Philosophy in Ecology and Environmental Sciences

Alexander Michael Gaffke
Advisor: David Weaver, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Narciso Garcia Neto
Advisor: Clayton Marlow, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Doctor of Philosophy in Immunology and Infectious Diseases

Fermin Ernesto Guerra
Advisor: Jovanka Voyich, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Delisha Meet Patel
Advisor: Jovanka Voyich, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Doctor of Philosophy in Plant Science

Niranjan Aryal
Advisor: Chaofu Lu, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
**COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT**

---

**Doctor of Philosophy in Education**

Romola Alaica Bernard  
Advisor: Carrie Myers, Ph.D., Co-Advisor: Steven Kalinowski, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Catherine M. Johnson  
Advisor: Carrie Myers, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

**Doctor of Education**

Norah Lee Barney  
Advisor: William Ruff, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Bradford Roy Hall  
Advisor: William Ruff, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Rosanna Rohrs Vallor  
Advisor: Michael Brody, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

**Doctor of Education in Adult and Higher Education**

Stephen James Luft  
Advisor: Carrie Myers, Ph.D., Co-Advisor: Nicholas Lux, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Elfriede Neber  
Advisor: Tricia Seifert, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

**NORM ASBJORNSON COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**

---

**Doctor of Philosophy in Chemical Engineering**

Logan Robb Battrell  
Advisor: Ryan Anderson, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Muneeb Sohan Rathore  
Advisor: Brent Peyton, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Greg Steven Tatar  
Advisor: Paul Gannon, Ph.D.  
Dissertation Title: Xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science

Letu Qingge Su  Advisor: Binhai Zhu, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering

Christopher Ness Casebeer  Advisor: Ross Snider, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Tyler B. Davis  Advisor: Ross Snider, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Laura Marie Eshelman  Advisor: Joseph Shaw, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Tianbo Liu  Advisor: David Dickensheets, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Chunzi Zhang  Advisor: David Dickensheets, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering

Amir Jamali Su  Advisor: YiYi Wang, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Paul Murdy  Advisor: David Miller, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

William Matthew Peterson  Advisor: Douglas Cairns, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Linn Winsnes Thrane  Advisor: Sarah Codd, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
COLLEGE OF LETTERS AND SCIENCE

Doctor of Philosophy in American Studies

Cassidy Anne Medicine Horse  Su
Advisors: Matthew Herman
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Jennifer Kristin Woodcock-Medicine Horse  Su
Advisors: Robert Rydell, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Doctor of Philosophy in Biochemistry

Amanda Shaw Byer
Advisors: Joan Broderick, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Arianna I. Celis Luna  Su
Advisors: Jennifer DuBois, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Melodie Marie Machovina
Advisors: Jennifer DuBois, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Gregory A. Prussia
Advisors: John Peters, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Doctor of Philosophy in Biological Sciences

Alyssa Kay Carlson  Su
Advisors: Ronald June, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

Eric S. Massaro  Su
Advisors: Erik Grumstrup, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Harrison Wesley VanKoten  Su
Advisors: Mary Cloninger, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Doctor of Philosophy in Ecology and Environmental Sciences

Michael Peter Simanonok
Advisors: Laura Burkle, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Doctor of Philosophy in Fish and Wildlife Biology

Michael Bennett Duncan
Advisors: Alexander Zale, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

(SU) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
Blake Henson Lowrey
Advisor: Robert Garrott, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

**Doctor of Philosophy in History**

Jeffrey M. Bartos
Advisor: Billy Smith, Ph.D., Co-Advisor: Timothy LeCain, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

**Doctor of Philosophy in Mathematics**

Adam Troy Charles Wilander
Advisor: Scott McCalla, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

**Doctor of Philosophy in Microbiology**

Maria del Pilar Manrique
Advisor: Mark Young, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

Jacob Hampton Munson-McGee
Advisor: Mark Young, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

Saroj Poudel Su
Advisor: Eric Boyd, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

**Doctor of Philosophy in Physics**

David S. Anderson
Advisor: Nicolas Yunes, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

Hans Thomas Courrier
Advisor: Charles Kankelborg, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

Keith L. Johnson
Advisor: Shannon Willoughby, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

Travis James Robson
Advisor: Neil Cornish, Ph.D., Co-Advisor: Nicolas Yunes, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

Ryan James Snow
Advisor: Yves Idzerda, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

**Doctor of Philosophy in Psychological Science**

Mariana Rachel Olsen
Advisor: Keith Hutchison, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

---

*(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018*
Doctor of Philosophy in Statistics

Christopher R. Barbour
Advisor: Mark Greenwood, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Christine Michelle Banta
Advisor: Wade Hill, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Nicole Leann Belling
Advisor: Jennifer Sofie, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

John Mikkel Brewer
Advisor: Tracy Hellem, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Kathryn Margaret Butterly
Advisor: Jennifer Sofie, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Kathleen Gail Damberger
Advisor: Susan Luparell, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Jill M. Loven
Advisor: Maria Wines, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science

Andrew Hinson Hill
Advisor: Erik Grumstrup, Ph.D.
Dissertation Title: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
EDUCATION SPECIALIST
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Robyn Angie Baker  Rayna Marie Hartz, Su  Kari Lee McKay
Claudia Edgewater-Russell  Shawn Jay Hendrickson  Bambi Ann Van Dyke
Victoria Falls Down  Jennifer A. LaFromboise-Wagner  John C. Wetsit
Everall Lee Fox  Danette Marie Long, Su  Garla Lynn Williamson
Gregory D. Gourneau, Jr.  Thomasina Kae Mandan

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
MASTER DEGREES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Master of Science in Agricultural Education

Austin Bradley Jones  
Rebecca Anita Kurnick Su

Master of Science in Animal and Range Sciences

Brittani J. Johnson Su  
Mark D. Kurzen  
Alyson Rose Williams

Master of Science in Applied Economics

Mark W. Boyd  
Kyle J. Musser

Master of Science in Entomology

Claire Katherine Donahoo  
Benjamin V. Fischer

Master of Science in Land Rehabilitation

Shannon Leigh Dillard

Master of Science in Land Resources and Environmental Sciences

Alexis M. Benge Su  
Emma Taylor Bode Su  
Christopher George Caron  
Adam Anderson Cook  
Caitlin Dalby  
Audrey Harvey  
Jennifer Malavasi Su  
Eric Richard Martin  
Florence Rita Miller  
Bradley Christopher Newman  
Lee wood Oakley Su  
Kimberly Anne Roush  
Cameron David Sapp Su  
Emery Three Irons  
Andrew Ulven  
Tona Maria Van Der Hiele Su  
Amy Leigh Watrud Su

Master of Science in Plant Science

Breno Bicego Vieitez de Almeida  
Megan M. Getz Su  
Dylan Jay Lou Mangel Su

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE

Master of Architecture

Clayton Dean Amann  
Heather Marie Bing  
Darren Evan Brown  
Casey R. Burke  
Andrew James Clark  
Stephanie Marie Cooper  
Dian Mary Ico Valencia Dela Santa  
Angela Mary Demro  
Ryley P. Enich  
Taylor Marie Falcon  
Katelyn Elizabeth Gibbs  
Jordan Robert Archibal Hanke Campbell  
Nathan Ray Heldt  
Jackson Paul Hill  
Michaela Rae Liebel Su  
Nicholas Alexander Netherda  
Taylor Michelle Noel  
Alyssa Joyce Parsons  
Claire Catherine Pepper  
Joel Michael Ronish  
Nima Safaeian  
Carmen Leigh Scraper  
Elizabeth Rose Seidel  
David Stuyvesant Sinnott  
Michael Andrew Sisemore  
Paul Milton Snyder  
Ian Streichan Sobol  
Jerome Edward Steckler  
Taryn Alan Strope  
Michael Quentin Thornburg  
Colin Andrew Tippet  
Daniel E. Waiksnis  
Lauren Catherine Waldenberg

Master of Fine Arts in Science and Natural History Filmmaking

Anna Irina Sagatov  
David Dunham Samollow

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
JAKe JABS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Master of Professional Accountancy
Jeremy Alyn Belleville  
Antonela Cook  
Jesus Jose Garcia Alvarez  
Suzanne George  
Andreas Nikolaos Geranios  
Tanner Scott Gliko  
Robert Earle Holden  
Kelby Karen Janicek  
John Phillip Litaker  
Janna Lyn Long  
Laura Middel  
Paige Catherine Montgomery  
Martin Muan  
Paul Eric Peters  
Jonathan Michael Small

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Master of Education in Adult and Higher Education
Daniel T. Defilippo  
Joseph Robert Dunning  
Thomas Rigg Harari  

Master of Education in Curriculum and Instruction
Amanda Jo Davis  
Kelsie Nicole Elgersma  
Amy Christina Hood  
Sheryl Lynn Kohl  
Brenda Renee Kramer  
Lisaette Mae Langdorf  
Whitney Jo Peterson  
Ruth Ellen Reneau  
Anna McCann Rice  
Mari Lyn Tjaden Stangland  

Master of Education in Educational Leadership
Brendon A. Decock  
Matthew Lee Kamps  
Brendon A. Decock  
Kati B. Mobley  
Megan Frances Motley  
Clinton Trevor Topel

Master of Science in Community Health
Raeanne Rene Howe

Master of Science in Counseling
Amanda Dawn Heath  
Amanda Lynn Kuehn

Master of Science in Exercise and Nutrition Sciences
Philip F. Ferrara  
Stephanie Keene  
Kimberly Anne Prihanic  
Melinda Sue Smith

Master of Science in Family Financial Planning
Jake Daniel Gentile  
Kasey Michael McManis  
Nicholas Lee Stamper

NORM ASBJORNSON COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Master of Engineering
Aarushi Gupta  
Brian M. Hom  
Aidan Probst Jones  
Ruya Zare

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
Master of Science in Chemical Engineering
Nathan Victor Bollar Su
Vincent John Morasko Su
Safiye Selen Ozcan Su

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Tyler Robert Jirges
Sumner Anne Wilson LaValley
Dylan Andrew Nisbet
David Edward Relph

Master of Science in Computer Science
Jonathan T. Heinecke
Rohan Milind Khante
Killian B. Smith Su
Fredric Muller Vollmer Su

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Bryan Joseph Scherrer

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Renn Patrick Scott
Matthew A. Solle
Chris Stroili

Master of Science in Optics and Photonics
Preston S. Hooser

College of Letters & Science

Master of Public Administration
Scott M. Christensen
Megan Young Bergstedt Lasso
Theresa Dawn Marchwick
Carolynn R. Sylvester
Kevin Scott Sylvester

Master of Arts in English
Sonja Annalise Benton Su

Master of Arts in Native American Studies
Larry Eugene Martin
Avery Shane Old Coyote
Ethan Tyler Walker

Master of Science in Biochemistry
Chase Kennor Austvold

Master of Science in Biological Sciences
Heidi Elise Anderson
Timothy Clute
Janice Simone Durney
Claire A. Qubain Su

Master of Science in Earth Sciences
Jordan Jon Allen
Megan Moore
Grace Ellen Nicholas Su
Colin Aidan Quinn Su
Diana I. Saly Su
Valerie Danielle Sigler

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
Master of Science in Fish and Wildlife Management

Brent Morris Cascaddan  
Kyle D. Crape  
Michael James Forzley  
Daniel J. Kaus  
Kaitlin Rose Macdonald  
Lauren Marie McGarvey  
Allison L. Stringer  
John Ramsey Thornburg  
Jacob Robert Williams

Master of Science in Mathematics

Nathan Cahoon  
Emalee Ann Cannon  
Tressa Carey Graveley  
Emily Kaye Hessler  
Steven Wilson Higgs  
Ethan Wayne Hodge  
Wendy Ann Huylar  
Christopher Land Shaw

Master of Science in Microbiology

Aakash Bhalchandra Koli

Master of Science in Optics and Photonics

Demi Rose St. John  
Owen Robert Wolfe

Master of Science in Physics

Alejandro Cardenas Avendano  
Sulov Chalise  
Seth J. Kimbrell  
Marika I. McCarthy  
Torrey John McLoughlin  
Madison Lee Nelson

Master of Science in Psychological Science

Megan P Bruun

Master of Science in Science Education

Akylay Baimatova  
Cheryl Christine Brenner  
Stewart Preston Brody  
Linzy Sue Browning  
Tyler James Buchan  
Dava Kylene Butler  
Daniel Carr Calore  
Joshua Carroll  
Alison Kay Charbonneau  
Bruce W. Clark  
Christine Cousineau Cleary  
Daniel Thomas Curran  
Jacquelyn Caryl Curran  
Leslie Heather Dalbey  
Nathaniel Rush Dalby  
Jamie Renee Doup  
Samantha Dyan Eichner  
Derek Engebretsen  
Cheri Lynn Giammo  
Miriam G. Harms  
Tyler John Hollow  
Erik N. Johnson  
Cameron Cecil Jones  
Aaron William Kessler  
Kevin Joseph Kibala  
Kevin Knapik  
Jessica Lynn Kremer  
Beth S. Krogh  
David Larson  
Jena Marie Machin  
Lewis David Maday-Travis  
Bobbi Lynn Monroe  
Alison Montemurro  
Timothy C. Newman  
Chris Pelliccia  
Claire Finley Pichette  
Clinton G. Pike  
Scott Michael Rahschulte  
Marcia Gretchen Rapone  
Brianna Lee Reilly  
Jocelyn Mandy Rice  
Austin Douglas Robbins  
Linda C. Rost  
Philip Jonathan Sagissor  
Laureen J. Savage  
Micaela Anne Schaller  
Jeffrey Andrew Schwalm  
Kelsey Norton Stuart  
Kelly Ann Tierney  
Cathleen Tender  
Sue Ann Tracy  
Chad Michael Tschanz  
Katherine Marie Twitchell  
Elise Michelle Van Valkenburg  
Ryan James Wallace  
Jessica Jo Waller  
Tamera Wyman

Master of Science in Statistics

Eric Brent Loftsgaarden

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
COLLEGE OF NURSING

Master of Nursing

Cody Sue Bartholomew
Amanda May Wacker Happel
Deanna D. Hastings

Melissa Rae Jennings
Diana Elizabeth Liedtka-Holmquist
Sarah Lou Nordlund

Rexanne B. Wiefrich
Christine Williams

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL

Professional Master of Science and Engineering Management

Shawn Matthew Johnson

(Su) Summer Graduate, August 3, 2018
BACHELOR DEGREES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Business

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tanner Reed Bollum *</th>
<th>Ian Thomas Glennie</th>
<th>Robert Matthew Woods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meghan K. Brence *</td>
<td>Taylor Jensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Alyssa Collins *</td>
<td>Tanner Davis Jorgensen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Education

| Jennifer Mae Fosjord **       | Cody Owen Shick *                                      | Abigail Joann Williams |

Bachelor of Science in Animal Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warren Lane Brush **</th>
<th>Katherine Louise Frye</th>
<th>Kailyn Victoria Pohl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tienna Autumn Canen</td>
<td>Christine E. Gluch</td>
<td>Brady Michael Richardson *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Marie Clancy *</td>
<td>Devan Marie Leo</td>
<td>Taylre Elizabeth Sitz **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Persephone Coppage</td>
<td>Brooke Richelle McCleary</td>
<td>Rachel Marie Wagenaar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Noel Dodridge *</td>
<td>Jessica Marie Miller</td>
<td>Drew A. Zipperian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Presnell Foster</td>
<td>Kara Ann Naugle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology

| Scott Andrew Christensen *    | Thea Haviland Sherwood *                                |                     |

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Horticulture

| Erin Christine Eisner *       | Quint Long                                              | Grace Kathleen Slater |
| Jeffrey Thomas Korff *        | Leanna Margaret Martin                                   |                      |

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Sciences

| Zane Ann Ashford **           | Laura Christine Mooney                                   | Taylor Glen Zabel    |
| Betsy Barnwell French         | Stephanie Brooke Neises                                   |                      |
| Jacklynn Pearl Lathrop *      | Leah Nicole Simantel **                                   |                      |

Bachelor of Science in Microbiology

| Noelani Boise **              | Emily Grace Gordon **                                    | Sarah Cheyenne Strausser ** |
| Kassidy Alyce Bruhn **        | Haley Ann Sargent                                        |                      |

Bachelor of Science in Natural Resources and Rangeland Ecology

| Kegen Dean Benson **          | Dylan Patrick Craft                                      | Nicholas Allen Lowing |

Bachelor of Science in Plant Science

| McKenna Margaret Brown *      | Nathan John Kerznar *                                    | Jordan Tyler Skaley   |
| Claire Papitchaya Good *      | Chelsea Brooke Laubach **                                |                      |
| Zachary James Huys *          | Tavin Marie Schneider **†                                 |                      |

Bachelor of Science in Sustainable Food and Bioenergy Systems

| Kaitlyn Raye Albers           | Ariana I. Bergeson                                       | Althea Moraine Hogle  |
| Hannah Catherine Allen        | Calvin Richard Burke                                     | Thomas Michael Ward   |
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND ARCHITECTURE

Bachelor of Music Education

Alethia R. McGhee **
Galina A. Popovich *

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Hunter Lee Gillingham
James Patrick Hogan *
Hilary Lynn Honadel
Nicole Elizabeth Kirschten *
Cameron Chapin Koch *
Jake Thomas Mayo *
Elise Mikal Perpignano *
Shannon Maureen Skinner *
Robyn Iris Till *

Bachelor of Arts in Art

Sydney Brooke Hammel
James Patrick Hogan *
Matlin Mae Lytle **
David J. Soikkeli

Bachelor of Arts in Film and Photography

William Jennings Bachman **
Mackenzie Lyn Bouma *
Emma Grace Bragg *
Alexandrea Nicole Brazzle *
Zoe L. Erickson
Jonathon Perry Gottschalk *
Chance Loren Housley *
Dillon Avery Jones
Benjamin Louis Meier *
Jessica L. Olson
Madelyn Swift Binning Root *
Nicolette Rene Wild *
Orion MacKenzie Willits *

Bachelor of Arts in Music

Galina A. Popovich *

Bachelor of Arts in Music Technology

Schon Jordan Long **
MacKenzie Jo Stone *

JAKE JABS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Bachelor of Science in Business

Rashed Moahmed A Almasari
Austin Daniel Altman *
Evan Anderson
Joshua Avila
Dylan Mika Baker
Austin Thomas Beveridge
Hayden L. Binde *
Brady Cole Bollum
Alexander Cullen Bradford
William Henry Brine
Wyatt Steven Brown
Johnathan Eric Butt *
Edwin Joseph Carey, IV
Alexandra Camille Carpenter
Rory James Clancy
Cheyenne Marie Clark
William Joseph Connolly
Bridger Wayne Croft
John J. D’Agostino
Tracy Ann Dardis *
Josiah Raymond Davis
Ethan Eugene Downes *
Logan Peter Drapes
Maximilian Brook Durtschi *
Nicholas Jeffrey Engels *
Brian Bernard Engh *
Ryan Matthew Fisher
Graham Angus Foster
Madilyn Jessie Fox
Chance Rushton Freed
Madison Rose Freund *
David Wilson Gold
William Parsons Gold
Mackenzie Elizabeth Helland
David Wayne Allen Hemmah
Michael Earl Hill *
Gregory Michael Windsor Hinojosa
Matthew Stephen Hornbecker
Sara Ann Horne *
Jing You How
Matthew John Hronek
Alec John Hunter
Eric Allen Ingwerson
Natalie Anne Jeude **†
Keaton Sperry Johnson *
Mackenzie Rae Johnson
Yee Pei Kiew
Drue M. Kissler *
Michael Glenn Kriegel
Mathew James Lacko
Christian William Lapp
Jessica K. Lepel
Tava Brianne Lewis

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
Jacob John Lupien  
Logan Ryan Manley  
Andrew R. Megorden *  
Morgan Jade Meier *  
Meagan M. Minas *  
Logan John Monday  
Chase Michael Moore  
Rebecca Dorothy Moore  
Jonathan Laurence Mudge  
McKayla Marie Murphy  
Troy Allen Nelson  
Chelsey Marie Patera  
Tyler John Pelo  
Taylor John Pingree  

Maria Ann Pipinich  
Alexander Derrall Pipkin  
Benjamin Guy Renbarger *  
Louis Reed Richman  
Calvin W. Root *  
Mitchell Robert Rosa  
Samuel I. Rose  
Sidney Arthur Schwan *  
Brianna Schwartz *  
Hui Xian Seow  
Emma Nicole Sheldon *  
Robert Leon Simon  
Nicholas H. Staffileno **  
Jessica Lynn Steinmasel *

* Graduated with honors  
** Graduated with highest honors  
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Bachelor of Science in Community Health

Curtis Tyrone Amos, Jr.  
Elizabeth A. Arlian  
Shea Elizabeth Berquist *  
Jessica Ann Donahoo  

Basil Daniel Doran-Leuzinger *  
Alexandra Elizabeth Lower  
Alexandra V. McFarland *  
Christine Ellen Ogburn  

Cody Michael Oswalt  
Christian Lexius Parrish  
Hanna Sumner Reese  
Jenna Rae Schaack *

Bachelor of Science in Early Childhood Education and Child Services P-3

Samantha Lee Radabah *

Bachelor of Science in Early Childhood Education and Child Services

Simone S. Allen  
Shy-Anne Camille Brewington  

Natasha Katrina Cronsell  
Madison K. Parmenter

Bachelor of Science in Elementary Education K-8

Jennifer Lynn Andres *  
Katherine J. Becker **  
Terry William Bradley  
Jaleh Anne Brown **  
Abigayle Jannelle Bryant **  
Elias Edwin Christofferson *  
Carrie Anne Croskey *  
Amy Jo DeFrance *  
Alexandra Lucia Depari  
Kayla Michelle Forman *  
Taylor Jennifer Green *  
Katie M. Hagengruber *  
Tiffany Dawn Hanson *  
Xavier Dane Harris  
Rebekah Hatchard **  

Kathryn Anne Heen  
Emily R Huber *  
Haleigh Rose Hurst *  
Natalie R. Iversion **  
Sierra C. Jensen  
Jessica Lynn Johnson **  
Nicole Ashley Kirby  
Kayla Lynn Lyons **†  
Madison N. Mahoney **  
Zoe August Monten  
Brian G. Murakami  
Madison Elliot Nason  
Shaw William Polaski  
Cotton Wyatt Real Bird  
Hilary Ruby Robbins *  

Elizabeth Ann Ruud *  
Sara L. Shaw **†  
Jeremiah Van Horne Sluggett *  
Madelyn Rose Smith *  
Michaelann Merie Staats *  
Allison Grace Stenberg *  
Megan Rachelle Strain *  
Jillian Ann Sundman *  
Sara Lyn Thompson **  
Joseph John Torpey **  
Megan LeeAnn Ullman  
Molly Lou Ward *  
Matthew Emile Warren *  
Beth Conner Wertman **

* Graduated with honors  
** Graduated with highest honors  
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
Bachelor of Science in Family and Consumer Sciences

Brenda D. Lewis **
Jessica Ann Southwick *

Joey Elleweway Thomas, II
Melanie Rose Young **

Bachelor of Science in Food and Nutrition

Cassandra Lorraine Christie *
Kallyn A. Jensen **
Courtney K. Kawamoto **

Bachelor of Science in Health and Human Development

Ellen Petrillo

Bachelor of Science in Health and Human Performance

Holly Laurel Andersen **
Connor Chase Ballenger
Logan Joe Benjamin *
Kiana Elise Black *
Erin Elizabeth Bolger
Wilson C. Brott
Lucas Andrew Burg
Kadeshia Nichole Clark
Celidh Maeve Countryman *
Trevor Wylie William Cross
Sydney Louise Dickerson *

Jan Scott Dyson
William Anthony Gallagher
Ellson Jean Gillespie
Joseph T. Hoff
Mariah Jo Hollist *
Rietta Jesse Iversen
Kyla L. Jewell
Courtney K. Kawamoto **
Rockwell Broadwater Kuhr **
Megan R. Maynard **
Lane E. McGill *

Rachel Anne Meek *
Justin Demond Paige
Madison Rae Stone *
Alisa Marie Valdez
Morgan Brynn Van Dyke
Alexander Lee West **
Emily Breanne White
Justin Mark Moeller Whitten *
Alexa Megan Woody *

Bachelor of Science in Health Enhancement K-12

Taylor A. Buschy
Christine Delaney Guyton **
Kirstyn Paige Haugenoe *

Rhys Bateman Hershey
Cody J. Pleas
Taylor Jordan Schreier
Teresa Marie Tolley **
Donelle Rae Williams

Bachelor of Science in Human Development and Family Science

Danielle M. Campanella
Hailey M. Heinert
Sarina Justine Myers *

Bachelor of Science in Secondary Education

Rachel A. Bjork *
Izaak Gray Castren
Aaron Jay Gilman *
Anthony Ray Gossack *

Tara Renee Gray *
Andrew McNeil Moore *
Sydney Michelle Nelson *
Ashlyn Rae Nicholson **

Brett Thomas Nielsen
Emily Margaret Perez
Rebecca S. Vondra *

Bachelor of Science in Sustainable Food and Bioenergy Systems

Kyrie Christine Bitterman *
Katelyn Marie Claunch *

Erin Gabrielle Fardy
Hailey Emilia Hitchcock

Bachelor of Science in Technology Education

Remington LeClair

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
### Bachelor of Arts in Computer Science

Taylor James Sheffels

### Bachelor of Science in Biological Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KaeLee Frances Massey</th>
<th>Ryan David Richardson *</th>
<th>Brendan Allen Stewart **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah Saud Alanazi *</td>
<td>Sage Isaak Heath</td>
<td>Jacob Scott Paulson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Glenn Bell **</td>
<td>Leo Toulmin Johnson</td>
<td>Brett Elias Santoro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raul Ching-Wah-Za Flores</td>
<td>Theresa Louise Leininger</td>
<td>Erik Andrew Sobeck **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Steven Gehring</td>
<td>Matthew David Long</td>
<td>Brendan Allen Stewart **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory George Haller</td>
<td>Adam Christian Neissess *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alexander Edward Adcock</th>
<th>Devon Traveler Goldschmidt *</th>
<th>Brianna Elaine Parks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nawaf Abdullah Alharbi</td>
<td>Maxwell Douglas Haller *</td>
<td>Mitchell Robert Rosa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel W. Armstrong</td>
<td>Alec David Hallman</td>
<td>Alison Anna Stonebraker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugra Baki</td>
<td>Steven Vito Thomas Happel</td>
<td>Lana V. Tempel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oliver John Bell</td>
<td>Anthony Robert Hilliard</td>
<td>Haley Nicole Tolman *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Henry Beran *</td>
<td>Tannon Ray Hillis</td>
<td>Paige Gail Tunby **†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy R. Blystone</td>
<td>Callie A. Hunt</td>
<td>Brian Vanrooyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle L. Broadbent</td>
<td>Ian A. Jenko</td>
<td>Carl Ryan Votapka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Cole Byron *</td>
<td>Benjamin David Johnson</td>
<td>Tucker A. Wilkinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarett S. Charlton</td>
<td>Sutton Eric Johnson *</td>
<td>Logan Taylor Williams *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Shipley Cross</td>
<td>Miguel A. Ley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keaton Delane Edam *</td>
<td>Onur Ozel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rainey Dawn Anson</th>
<th>Nes Wayne Croft</th>
<th>Garret Carson Hilton **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Douglas Claveau</td>
<td>Carter James Dillman</td>
<td>Robert James Murch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Thomas Coffman</td>
<td>Austin C. Halverson</td>
<td>Dustin John Sobrero</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elizabeth Carole Andrews *†</th>
<th>Emily Elizabeth Felde *†</th>
<th>Chance Taylor Ronning Glenn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elias Benjamin Athey **</td>
<td>Alan J. Fraticelli</td>
<td>Seth D. Severa *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Thomas Baker</td>
<td>Noah Garret Gershmel *</td>
<td>Nathan Allen Starkel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Greyson Bass *†</td>
<td>Dieter Jacob Grosswiler</td>
<td>Karen L. Stengel **†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan Orion Bonney</td>
<td>Michael David Hewitt *</td>
<td>Laura Barrett Sullivan-Russert **†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenwei Cao</td>
<td>Yue Hou</td>
<td>Angus B. Tomlinson **†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Jarvis Dickensheets **†</td>
<td>Dillon G. Monday</td>
<td>Kyle R. Ungersma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall Dilorenzo</td>
<td>Patrick Petch Phatthararompornchai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brock Norman Ellefson</td>
<td>Carie Anne Pointer **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joshua John Adamson</th>
<th>Christopher D. Gilbreath</th>
<th>Cheyenne Blaze Johnson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackson Matthew Brew</td>
<td>Hunter Leroy Grunhurd</td>
<td>Austin Richard Jordt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Ferdon Crawford *</td>
<td>Collin Richard Horsley *</td>
<td>Evan Jack Lund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacGregor Kreher Gagne</td>
<td>Dalton L. Hurst</td>
<td>Brandon James Molland *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
Troy A. Morris **
Zachary James Mustard

Shane Christopher Riesen
Dustin Ray Scheie **

Morgan Dean Sherritt
Kyle Eric Williams

** Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering **

Murtada Hamad Alabbad
Almegdad Ibrahim AlAli
Anas Alhazmi
Ali Almutrafi *
Jeffrey Wayne Anderson **

Peifeng Chen
Kyle Lander Douglass
Jack Robert Farrell
Austin C. Halverson
Cody Jeffery Palen

Christopher John Pearson
Zachary Irvin Umsted **
Treyton James Welk *

† Bachelor of Science in Honors College Curriculum

Bachelor of Science in Financial Engineering

Samuel D. Caekaert
Riley Gene Daily *

Andrew Joseph Hodapp
Jiahui Ma *

Bachelor of Science in Industrial and Management Systems Engineering

Courtney Constance Bakken
Katherine Frances Black

William John Cowles
Trygve F. Dahle *

Ian Tyler Monroe
Clayton Mark Schmaltz

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Randy Curtis Ackerman *
Rashed Saad Aldaihani
Nicholas Stephen Baiardo **
Joshua Douglas Bean
Lucas Scott Becker *
Brock Morgan Benzel **
Milton Brendan Best *
Tadeusz Jiri Bozdzech
Zachary Andrew Brandt *
Jose Bravo
Aaron Michael Bugh
Natalie A. Burback *
Jacob Remington Colberg
Kyle Scott Cordova
Calvin McCorison Delbrueck
Gabriel Joseph Doherty **
David James Doney *
Garret S. Driller
Abram G. Duncan

Jacob Robert Farwell *
Taylor Jean Fortner
Stephan Eli Gintner
Cody Wyatt Goldhahn
Jacob Lucas Harris
David Hoffman
Aaron Michael Igo
Bailey Alva Jack *
Tanner C. Jergeson *
Colten Lee Johnson
Katelyn Marie Kalberer
MacKenzie Ann Durgin King
Calvin James Kreuter
Jared S. Laird
Reef Hayden Larwood
Sean David Lemon
William Oscar Lohman
Brandon David Massie *
Riley Jerome McCarthy *

Cory Daniel Monroe *
Kaylyn A. Myers
Anders Cameron Nord *
Garrett R. Olsen *
Walter Guy Olson *
Clayton Stuart Reynolds *
Keaton Charles Roe *
Marina Annette Ruediger *
Daniel Aaron Smithgall *
Mary Jessi Stone *
Sawyer Merthyn Thomas **†
Timothy William Thomas
Bryant Tyler Thorne
Austin Thomas Torgrimson Torres **
Jakob Haaken Wegenast
Joel Seth Wesley
Ryan William Zahn
Sandra Louise Zmeu *

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology

Khalifah Saad Alshaheen
Talal Ahmed Alzahrani
Shay Berg-Critelli **
Milton Brendan Best *
Jacob Taylor Busse
Cole C. Christiansen
Christian Joel Collins
Grant W. Collins

Brennan Richard Conway
Zachary David Dombroski
Kenton W. Evans *
Carl Eugene Froslie
Elliot Maule Harrison *
Moses McKinnon Johnson
Ian H. Lennox
Joseph James Lindner

Colton McRann
Troy Cameron Merriman
Bradley Paul Penza
Aaron Timothy Solle
Anna Michelle Teintze
Joseph Clark Webster

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Bachelor of Arts in English

Stacey Marie Aberl
Tyler James Barton *
Sarah Colleen Cochran
Jason Crosby
Eryn BayLee Dyk **

Bachelor of Arts in History

Nicholas DelDuca
Erin Alyson Dockins **
Megan Mae Dolezal *
Maria Kae Fritz

Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Studies

Louisa Elizabeth Amos
Emily Christine Armstrong *
Ethan D. Bristol
Lynn Chase
Hannah Louise Cooley *†
Elise Szokolay Cranmer *
Bhrea M. Henley

Bachelor of Arts in Modern Languages and Literature

Solomon J. Amsden *
Noelani Boise **

Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy

Joah Ryan DeCasas *

Bachelor of Arts in Political Science

Alejandro S. Ashe-Ramirez
Krzysztof Jan Bigaj **†
Aaron Alexander Fetto
Ashley D. Finley
Diego Elias Garcia *

Bachelor of Arts in Religious Studies

James Nolan McNamara *†

Bachelor of Science in Anthropology

Xia Wynona Graham *

* Graduated with honors
** Graduated with highest honors
† Graduated with Honors College Curriculum
Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences

Ryan Ross Aune *
Tyler Duane Ayers
Logan Charles Blades
Conner Lennon Cesario
Paula Jo Clements
Eric Joseph Friesenhahn *
Colton Jeffery Gavne
Jessi Alexandra Goodman

Erica Michelle Huppert
Layne Christine Johnson
Jessica Ann Kutz
Ryan M. Lancaster
Joseph Patrick Lauenstein
Ben Noel LeTourneau
Emily Ann Masuda-Story
Megan Frances McCanna

Emily Kate Moran
Alexandra Harris O’Hearn
Hitomi Okada
Thomas Alejandro Olsen
Caleb Lowell Putnam
Samantha Taylor Schmidt
Chet Kline Stefan
Austin Michael Storle

Bachelor of Science in Biotechnology

Matthew Clayton Gotta

Bachelor of Science in Cell Biology and Neuroscience

Ian Joseph DeBoo **
Taylor Marie Flynn
Olivia Jean French
Laura Jun Hufford *

Steven Ryan Jacobus
Mark Andrew Peteriet *
Kennedy Rae Phillips **†
Gabrielle J. Pinc **†

Josiah Benjamin Rosa
Courtney Noelle Skillman
Karen L. Stengel **†

Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

Tricia Rose Brandenburg
Erin Alyson Dockins **†
Lauren Nicole Dupuis *

Matthew Gregory Graham Hall *
Hayden M. Larcom
Alexander J. Morren *

Alexia Elena Olson
Nina Michele Paris **†
Jason Spencer Swietek

Bachelor of Science in Earth Sciences

Loren Andrew Davis
Christopher William Goodhau *
John Booker Grab *

Augustus M. Hurtgen *
Lee Benson Kempf *
Jacob Michael Salanave

Nicholas Ross Thompson
Lazaro Willian Vinola Lopez *

Bachelor of Science in Economics

Solomon J. Amsden *
Zachary David Dunning
Caroline Melissa Hardy *

Jesse James Knapp *
Liqi Shao
Jacqueline Rose Stearns

Kristen Louise Willich **
Zachary Robert Wolfe

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics

Maria Ann Pipinich

Angus B. Tomlinson **†

Kinsey Marie Vavruska **

Bachelor of Science in Microbiology

Michael Andrew Borissov *
Connor Thomas Buckley
Elizabeth Reese Gritzmacher

Megan S. Guillory
Casandra Kaye Rennick
Jessie Renee Tavenner

Kayliam Ciarra Welsh

Bachelor of Science in Physics

Robert Riley Nerem **†

Bachelor of Science in Psychology

Brenna L. Banderob *
Rachel Marie Cremeen *

Joah Ryan DeCasas *
Samuel David De La Mora *

Kylie Ann-Marie Eldridge
Erin Marisa Farrell
Brock David Fitzgerald  
Alyssa Leigh Germescheid  
Moriah F. Gilpin  
James Louis Harrington  
Dana Page Janes  
Savanna Lee Johnson  
Kathryn Alizibeth Kasmer **  
Alexandria Ryan Kostelnik  
Devin Michael Lefebvre  
Brenda D. Lewis **  
Megan Frances McCabe *  
James Darrell McMartin  
Sarina Justine Myers *  
Rachel L. Nachtstein *  
Ashley L. Nash **  
Tiffany Michelle Ocampo **  
Ashleigh Katelyn Poppler *  
Charles Stokes Robertson  
Robert Isaac Russell Shy  
Holly Christena Spurling **†  
Haley C. Stevens **  
Logan Brandon Winters  
Jessica Brooke Wohlers

Bachelor of Science in Sociology

Faten Salman H Alkhurayji  
Brenna L. Banderob *  
Lena Nickolle Chamberlain  
Jessie Clark  
Davis A. Connors  
Connor Reed Dietz  
Haley Jacqueline Ferland  
Ryan Patrick Gallogly  
Nathaniel M Hemingway  
Sydney Lee Jones *  
Mark Anthony Lebock *  
Elle Ann Limesand *  
Ryan Holden Maier  
Dominique Marie McCadden  
Tristan A. Miller  
Brittany Nicole Plavetzky *  
Sarah Joan Ratchen *  
Samantha K. Sandstrom  
Blake Ryan Sylvester  
Samantha May Wulchak

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Kaitlyn Marie Ackerman *  
Taylor Elizabeth Allen *  
Lauren Marie Amato **  
Kayla Jo Anderson **  
Chelsea Rebecca Angel  
Shaun Marie Bare *  
Sierra Skye Barnes **  
Baily Rose Bergstad *  
Alexandra Elizabeth Bjergo *  
Ruth Ann Boese **  
Erynn M. Boyer *  
Kristen D’Amico Brown *  
Ellen Elizabeth Moak Buer **  
Kori Michelle Caudill  
Julien Nicolas Cellier *  
Kaleigh Nicole Charles *  
Lyndsey N. Christian **  
Courtney Kalyn Cousins *  
Olivia August Cranford *  
Megan Richelle Crossland *  
Jessica Bradley Crompton *  
Carly Elizabeth Duran *  
Robert Thomas Eaton **  
Jasmine Joy Engen  
Kendra Nicole Faulkner *  
Lacey Ann Finlayson *  
Krista Marie Fischer *  
Arden Olivia Fortenberry  
Ashtyn Marie Grove **  
Sarah Lynn Hafner **  
Calina Rae Hall **  
Dana Sharlene Hance  
Brittany Heavlin *  
Elizabeth Anne Hellerud **  
Tonya L. Hertz **  
Trista Li Higgins *  
Adena Marie Hofer **  
Brendan McHale Hughes *  
Amy Lynn Heu decker *  
Cooper Lund Johnson **  
Taryn Elizabeth Judge **  
Michaela Marie King  
Kiara Nicole Kober **  
LeAnn Marie Komis *  
Justin Fox Kuenstle  
McKenzie J. Kurtz *  
Tessa Marjorie Landale *†  
Bailee Christine Lapke *  
Brenna May LaValley *  
Miranda Carmen Leese **  
Kristin Elizabeth Luinstra **  
Nicholas Patrick Maffei **  
Matlynn Linnea Mailey *  
Jessiah Lee Tim othy Mayer **  
Camille M. McCready *  
Nicole Anne Merrill *  
Ashley Renae Miller *  
Christina Ashley Mohan *  
Taylor Mae Mydland *  
Morgan Leigh Obert *  
Ryan Joseph Olsen  
Lucy Olson *  
Susana Joy Oswell **  
Natasha Sergeevna Pasyuk **  
Kristine Rena Peeler *  
Mckenzie Julaine Pfister *  
Paige Ashlee Prissel *  
Collette Lee Proule **  
Emma Catherine Quinn **  
Maggie Lynn Reilly **  
Cole Robert Reiman *  
Kelly Gene Rivera *  
Ranielle Gamboa Santos **  
Michael Anthony Selhost *  
Christen Marie Shepard *  
Michelle Leigh Ann Shiple **  
Beverlee Ann Shivers **  
Katie Marie Smith  
Andria Diane Spring *  
Helena Grace Tupper *  
Kayla Kay Vowell **  
Jonathan Ray Wester  
Mackenzie Sue Westphal **  
Kara Gwen Wetzsteon *  
Shayla Matare York *  
Amelia Joy Zepnick *
## ASSOCIATE DEGREES
### GALLATIN COLLEGE

### Associate of Arts
- Mahala D. Gustafson **
- Dakota Paul Milligan
- Jennifer Dawn Pappas *
- John Kelly Torness
- Kienan Hunter Wetherell

### Associate of Science
- Chase R B Elton*
- Drake N. Harrison
- Morgan Jo Moody *
- Keegan Nicholson
- Jade Elise OBannan
- Imelda Ruiz Escobar
- Alexander James Shaffer
- Macy Nicole Shea

### Associate of Applied Science in Aviation
- Elizabeth Rene Baldwin *
- Chance Lamoreaux Christensen *
- Wyatt Glen DuCharme
- Kyle Avery Hyde *
- Alec Cosgrove Jones
- Chase Redford Ketchum
- Mardiese Ann Nickel
- Corey Douglas Tozier *

### Associate of Applied Science in Design Drafting Technology
- Elizabeth Eudave Marin *
- Morgan Marie Fowler *

### CERTIFICATES
### GALLATIN COLLEGE

### Certificate of Applied Science in Health Information Coding
- Laurie Ann Barnhart *

### Certificate of Applied Science in Medical Assistant
- Alexandra Elizabeth Lower

### Professional Certificate in Business Management
- Dexter Robert Bush
- Chase R B Elton *
- Moria Bernadette Glaus **